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Ta x B a s e

As the fiscal lives of an increasing number of U.S. residents cross international borders,

tax planning for these individuals is full of complications. In this article, Mary Beth Lougen,

EA, discusses tax strategies and tips to alleviate double taxation on foreign income at the

state level, using tax relief provisions offered by the states to offset taxation by a foreign ju-

risdiction.

Alleviating Double Taxation on Foreign Income at the State Level

BY MARY BETH LOUGEN, EA

F or those of U.S. who work in the arena of interna-
tional taxation our idea of a great client is one who
lives in Texas, Washington or any of the seven

states that do not impose income tax on their residents.
On a good day figuring out how to prepare the federal
tax returns for people whose fiscal lives cross interna-
tional borders can be vexing and time consuming. But
throw an extra taxing jurisdiction into the mix and
there are now another set of regulations to consider.
What may have been the best outcome when consider-
ing only the implications at the federal level may no lon-
ger be the case.

Let’s start with the basic concept of double taxation.
Double taxation occurs when the same income is sub-
ject to tax by more than one taxing jurisdiction or in the
hands of more than one taxpayer. The example most
people in the tax industry are familiar with is the taxa-
tion of dividends— company earnings are taxed at the
corporate level, and again in the hands of the share-

holder when they are distributed. Another common ex-
ample is taxation of wages earned in one place when
the employee lives in another, as is the case with many
people who work for the government in our nation’s
capital. These individuals may live in Virginia, Mary-
land or the District of Columbia but commute across the
boundaries to work in another jurisdiction. To simplify
things, many states have reciprocal agreements with
neighboring states that allow the employee to pay tax
only to their state of residence, not the state where they
earn their wages, thus eliminating double taxation. Vir-
ginia, Maryland and the District of Columbia have a re-
ciprocal agreement which allows the employer to with-
hold taxes for the state of residence rather than the
state of employment. The employee simply completes
an exemption form for the employer, the employer
withholds taxes for the state of residence and the tax-
payer only need file a state return where they live.

Double taxation at the federal level is not quite as
easy to remedy. Choices must be made whether the best
overall outcome for the client is to exclude foreign
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earned income (Form 2555), take a credit for taxes paid
to a foreign jurisdiction (Form 1116) or whether a treaty
provision (Form 8833) will provide something even bet-
ter. In most cases double taxation can be eliminated on
the federal level (not the case with the new Net Invest-
ment Income Tax but that is a different article); and the
most challenging part of your day is deciding which op-
tion lets your client pay the least amount of overall
taxes when all jurisdictions are netted. This is not the
case with the U.S. states— the inconsistent treatment of
foreign income and foreign taxes paid across the 43
states that have income taxes and the District of
Columbia-makes every tax return a new adventure.

The easiest states to work with are the ones that pro-
vide no relief from the double taxation of foreign in-
come. It isn’t a great outcome for the client, but it is
usually pretty straight forward. These states are Ala-
bama, New Jersey and Pennsylvania (2014 forward).
California does not allow a remedy for double taxation
from foreign income unless the client meets the condi-
tions to be considered a nonresident under the safe har-
bor rules.

There are several possibilities offered by the rest of
the states to offset taxation by a foreign jurisdiction.
These include allowing your client to be treated as a
nonresident of their state of domicile while they are out-
side of the state, exclusions of foreign income under
I.R.C. §911 or a tax treaty, and deductions or credit for
taxes paid to the foreign country. You will need to look
at each state’s regulations to see which provision or
combination of provisions is allowed for your client’s
situation, and further which combination of remedies
provide the best overall outcome when all the taxing ju-
risdictions are considered. Below is a broad description
for each type of relief—keep in mind each state will
likely put its own spin on who may qualify to use it, as
well as which of the following are allowed under that
state’s tax laws.

Safe Harbor Provisions
Safe harbor provisions offered by some states allow

their domiciliaries to be treated as nonresidents of the
state for income tax purposes when they are on foreign
assignments for certain periods of time. Typically, 15 to
18 months outside the state will trigger the safe harbor
rules. Be sure to read the regulations carefully to make
sure your client meets the qualifications to be treated as
a nonresident during their absence from the state.

California allows a domiciled taxpayer to be taxed as
a nonresident of the state if they are outside of Califor-
nia for an uninterrupted period of at least 546 days un-
der an employment related contract, unless they have
intangible income of greater than $200,000, or the prin-
cipal reason for their absence is tax avoidance.1 The
employment related contract can be in another country
or another state. The taxpayer is also allowed to have
up to 45 days of presence in the state each tax year be-
fore they no longer can claim the safe harbor. A person
can start filing as a nonresident on the presumption that
their out-of-state assignment will last the required 18
months; but if for some reason their foreign employ-
ment terminates early and the 546 day requirement will
not be met, any tax years for which the taxpayer treated

themselves as a nonresident must be refiled as a resi-
dent and all taxes owed for that period must be paid.

Persons who do not meet safe harbor’s strict guide-
lines would then look to their facts and circumstances
to determine whether they are residents or nonresi-
dents under California tax law.

Maine on the other hand has two safe harbor excep-
tions to the residency rules.2 One exception is based on
the location of a taxpayer’s permanent abode and time
spent in Maine; the other relates to time spent in a for-
eign country. Under the foreign safe harbor rules, if a
Maine domiciliary is present in a foreign country for at
least 450 days in any 548 consecutive day period, does
not maintain a permanent place of abode where their
spouse and children are present for more than 90 days,
is not present in Maine for more than 90 days during
that period and during the first and last year of the 548
period they have not spent more than the proportional
number of the allowed 90 days of presence in Maine,
the taxpayer can be treated as a nonresident for state
tax purposes.

By comparison California and Maine have very simi-
lar rules in some areas such as time spent outside the
state, allowing presumptive filing as a nonresident and
the requirement that the taxpayer amend prior returns
to resident status if the rules are not met at the end of
the safe harbor period. However, the two are very dif-
ferent in other key aspects. For example, California is
very specific about the reason for the absence, while
Maine does not specify that it must be for employment.
Additionally, the two differ with regards to the alloca-
tion of the days of presence in the state during the safe
harbor period. It is apparent that under the same cir-
cumstances, while a taxpayer in California may not be
able to claim the safe harbor, a taxpayer in Maine may
have qualified.

Most clients that accept foreign assignments can
meet the safe harbor rules if their families go with
them. In cases where the spouse and child remained in
state while the taxpayer is abroad, they are generally
precluded from being able to file as safe harbor non-
residents.

Safe harbor states include California, Connecticut,
Delaware, Idaho, Maine, Missouri, New York, Okla-
homa, Oregon and West Virginia.

Foreign Earned Income Exclusion
Under I.R.C. §911 a person who is working outside

the U.S. may exclude from their taxable income up to
$99,200 of foreign earned income for 2014. In order to
qualify, the individual’s tax home must be in a foreign
country and the individual must either be physically
outside the U.S. for 330 days in any 12 month period, or
have bona fide residence in a foreign country. If the tax-
payer maintains an abode in the U.S., their tax home is
considered to remain in the U.S. and they will not
qualify to use the foreign earned income exclusion on
their federal or state tax returns.

Many states allow the foreign earned income exclu-
sion; others will make you add back the excluded in-
come before calculating the state taxable income. If no
exclusion is allowed, the state may provide a safe har-

1 California Tax Publication 1031.

2 Maine Revenue Services Guidance to Residency ‘‘Safe
Harbors.’’
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bor, a credit for taxes paid to a foreign country or a de-
duction of foreign taxes paid as part of the state item-
ized deductions to provide relief from double taxation.
You will have to check each state’s coordination rules to
see if you can take the credit or deduction when you
have used the I.R.C. §911 exclusion on the federal re-
turn when it is disallowed for state filing.

The exclusion is usually the best course for clients
working in a foreign country that does not impose an
income tax, or has rates lower than the U.S., such as
Saudi Arabia. These lucky taxpayers can end up with
tax free wages on all levels if the state of domicile also
allows the exclusion. Even if your client falls into this
group don’t automatically assume that the §911 exclu-
sion is the best way to go. Consider clients that have
children under the age of 17 who would otherwise
qualify for the child tax credit. If there is a way to elimi-
nate or reduce the federal tax liability to below the al-
lowable credit amount using other deductions and cred-
its, the balance of the child tax credit will be pushed
down to the additional child tax credit and become re-
fundable. Conversely, if all the earned income is re-
moved from Form 1040 then no refundable credit for
the children will be allowed. I have also found with
couples both of whom work outside the U.S. that some-
times excluding just one of the incomes results in a bet-
ter overall outcome. To make this even more interest-
ing, some states like New York3 have their own version
of the child tax credit which can be impacted by
whether or not the credit appears on the federal return.
For example, the New York Empire State Child Credit
starts at $100 per child over the age of four if no child
tax credit is claimed on Form 1040; and maxes out at
one third of the federal credit. This strategy will need to
be balanced against the extent a state liability is created
by not excluding the income on the federal return.

For example, married taxpayers domiciled in N.Y.
with two children in elementary school, both currently
working in the United Arab Emirates earning a com-
bined $60,000 USD annually (husband earns $40,000,
wife earns $20,000) will pay no tax to the UAE, and
none to the U.S. or New York State if they use Form
2555 to elect the I.R.C. §911 exclusion. No taxes owed,
no refund being received— many consider this the per-
fect solution. But there is the potential for the taxpayer
to receive $2,660 in refunds due to the child tax credit
between the 1040 and NY returns— $2,000 additional
child tax credit on the federal return and $660 for the
Empire State Child Credit. Look for ways to eliminate
or reduce the federal or state tax liabilities by taking
above the line or itemized deductions, utilize other non-
refundable credits such as for child care or higher edu-
cation, or it could even be as simple as only excluding
only one spouse’s income. In the case of the family in
this example, if you exclude only the husband’s wages,
they will receive the full benefit of the child tax credits
and a refund of $2,660 between the federal and state re-
turns.

Be mindful of the federal rules surrounding revoking
this election. Using the foreign tax credit subsequent to
using Form 2555 will result in preclusion from exclud-
ing income again for 6 years, so you need to have an eye
to the future when working this strategy.

Most young families could really use the extra mon-
ies to help cover additional expenses for their families
or even to cover the costs involved in having a cross
border tax professional prepare their tax returns while
they are abroad. Besides, this type of strategy is one of
the reasons why our clients pay U.S. instead of doing it
themselves.

Credit for Taxes
Paid to Another Country

The foreign tax credit is a dollar for dollar reduction
of taxes for each dollar of income tax paid to a foreign
taxing jurisdiction. On the federal side any excess cred-
its are carried back one year and then forward 10. Us-
ing the foreign tax credit to reduce U.S. taxes on for-
eign wages will still allow the taxpayer to receive the
Additional Child Tax Credit, which can result in a very
nice refund for your client.

A great deal of variance exists in the state regula-
tions surrounding foreign tax credits so you will have to
read the rules carefully when considering this method
of alleviating double taxation. Some states will allow a
credit for taxes paid to any foreign country; others al-
low a credit only for Canada and/or its provinces, and a
couple even narrow the credit to just foreign jurisdic-
tions that are analogous with a U.S. state such as a Ca-
nadian province or Mexican state. Minnesota allows a
credit for taxes paid to a Canadian province, but a sub-
traction from income for taxes paid to a subnational
level of all other foreign countries. Others do not offer
the credit at all.

A common limitation of the credit is that the amount
of the credit on the state return cannot exceed the
amount of foreign taxes paid, less the credit taken on
the federal return on Form 1116. But, this is not always
the case. For example, Louisiana gives you 10 percent
of the credit taken on the federal return or you can take
a deduction from income for the taxes paid to the for-
eign country; Michigan will give you a credit for Cana-
dian provincial taxes paid but you must have filed a Ca-
nadian tax return and taken the foreign tax credit on
Form 1040; and Delaware will not give you a credit but
will instead allow you to deduct foreign taxes paid as
part of the state itemized deductions, even if you did not
deduct them or itemize on the federal return. The vari-
ances in the application of this credit are vast and you
will need to exercise due diligence in your research to
make sure you have executed the credit correctly. Keep
in mind that states will generally offer a credit for taxes
paid to other states, but depending on how the regula-
tions are written, a foreign country may or may not fall
within the definition of ‘‘other state’’. To discern this of-
ten means a trip into the state tax regulations.

Foreign Tax Deduction
Deductions of foreign taxes from taxable income are

often the least effective way to deal with double taxa-
tion, but sometimes it is all you have available to you,
even on the federal level. Again there is little consis-
tency between states on the deduction of foreign in-
come taxes. Many states do not have itemized deduc-
tions, therefore no foreign tax deduction. Some states
begin their computation with federal taxable income so
if the foreign taxes were included on federal schedule

3 N.Y. State Dept. of Taxation and Finance, Form IT-213,
Instructions for Form IT-213, Claim for Empire State Child
Credit
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A, they are inherently deducted on the state return.
Idaho doesn’t have a foreign tax credit, but will allow an
itemized deduction for the amount that would have
been allowed on the federal return had the credit not
been taken. Maryland will allow foreign taxes as an
itemized deduction, but you must have itemized on your
federal return.

Tax Treaties
The United States has tax treaties with a number of

foreign countries that allow certain income to be taxed
at a reduced rate or exempted from taxation all together
by either the country of residence or the country of
source. Most of the taxpayer-friendly provisions of the
tax treaties do not apply to citizens of the U.S. thanks
to a provision called the ‘‘savings clause’’ which essen-
tially states that the U.S. has the right to tax its citizens
as if no treaty existed. However, in the paragraph fol-
lowing the savings clause is a list of exceptions to the
rule. These exceptions allow U.S. citizens to take ad-
vantage of specific sections of the tax treaty and can be
used as an advantage in both federal and state tax
preparation. Not all states honor the tax treaty, so you
may have to do a bit of searching to discern whether
this is a possibility for your client.

I work on the United States- Canada Tax Treaty on a
regular basis and we often use Article XVIII(5) which
exempts benefits received under the social security leg-
islation of Canada or the U.S. from U.S. taxation if the
recipient resides in Canada. Another provision that can
really move the numbers on U.S. and state returns is
found in the new Fifth Protocol to the treaty in Article
XVIII(8-13) which allows a U.S. citizen to reduce his or
her taxable income by the amount of contributions into
certain Canadian retirement plans. For obvious reasons
this can be quite a tax saver if taxable income is re-
duced by thousands of dollars. Generally this is not
needed on the federal level as Canada’s tax rates tend
to be higher than the U.S.’s in most instances, but can
be very handy in situations where you need to reduce
state taxable income.

Conclusion
A reference table has been provided at the end of this

article to point you in the right direction for dealing
with each state and what they allow in regard to foreign
income taxes paid by your client. This should only be
used as a starting point; you will need to ascertain all
the fine points for executing a strategy for your client
by researching the state regulations as they pertain to
your clients situation.

Nothing is easy. You will have to do research. If it is
easy you have probably missed something.

With the added layer of complexity when a state with
income taxation enters the picture for our clients who
live and/or work outside the U.S. you have to do a bit of
extra work to make sure you are doing the best for your
client. This of course has to be weighed against the ad-
ditional cost to the client for your time to drill down ev-
ery possible scenario. But if you take nothing more
from this article you should at minimum decide be-
tween excluding foreign earned income and taking the
foreign tax credit on the federal return only after look-
ing at the state rules for foreign income and taxes, and
the refundable credits potentially available federally
and on the state level. All too often I see where the cli-
ent or the previous preparer took the easy way out and
just excluded all foreign earned income on the federal
return under the assumption that as long as they gave
the client a zero balance 1040 they had done their job,
and the accompanying state return just came out how-
ever it came out based on the federal exclusion. This is
a definite disservice to your clients and although the re-
turns may have been technically correct, the net cost to
the client was quite large in some instances when con-
sidering the lost refunds. Enjoy the challenge of inter-
national taxation and the hunt for strategies to reduce
overall taxation whenever you have the opportunity to
go the extra mile for a client. What a great feeling of ac-
complishment when you can make a big difference for
your clients— whether they realize it or not.
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State Relief from Double Taxation

Jurisdiction No
personal
income

tax

Foreign
Earned
Income

Exclusion

Foreign Tax Credit Deduction of foreign taxes Safe Harbor Honors the Tax Treaty

Alabama No foreign
earned
income
exclusion
allowed
except
after
serving 24
months as
a
missionary
in a
foreign
country.
Ala. Code
§40-18-
21(c)(1)

No FTC for taxes
paid to another
country for
individuals, unless
they are resident
owners of
Subchapter K
entities. Alabama
Administrative Law
Judge Ruling
Docket No 96-234

No- 2013 Instr. Form 40 No- 2013 Instr. Form 40 No

Alaska Yes
Arizona Yes- 2013

Instr. Form
140

Yes- 2013 Instr.
Form 309; ITP08-1

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form
140

No- 2013 Instr. Form
140

Yes- Individual
Income Tax
Decision No. 2007-
00002-1

Arkansas Yes- Ark.
Code Ann.
§26-51-
310

Yes- Ark. Code
Ann. §26-51-504

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form
AR3

No - Ark. Code Ann.
§26-51-102(10); Ark.
Code Ann. §26-51-
102(14)

California No- 2013
Publication
1031

No- 2013
Publication 1031

No-2013 Instr. Schedule
CA (540)

Yes- Available for
taxpayers domiciled in
CA if they are outside
the state for at least
546 days on an
employment related
contract, that do not
have more than
$200,000 in intangible
income, and the
principal purpose is not
tax avoidance. 2013
Publication 1031

No- 2013
Publication 1031

Colorado Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
104

No- FYI Income 17
(12/12)

No- CO does not
separately recognize
itemized deductions. Tax
computation begins with
federal taxable income
and if foreign taxes were
deducted on Form 1040-
they are inherently
deducted on Form 104.
2013 Instr. Form 104

No- FYI Income 28 (10/
06)

Yes- FYI Income 28
(10/06)
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State Relief from Double Taxation − Continued

Connecticut Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
CT-1040

No- 2013 Instr.
Form CT-1040

No- CT does not have a
standard or itemized
deduction. 2013 Instr.
Form CT-1040

Yes- if the taxpayer
maintains no permanent
place of abode in CT,
maintains a permanent
place of abode
elsewhere, spends less
than 30 days of the tax
year in CT; or within any
548 day period the
taxpayer is in a foreign
country for at least 450
days, is not present in
CT for more than 90
days, and does not
maintain a permanent
place of abode in CT for
more than 90 days, and
during the nonresident
portion of the taxable
year with or within which
such period of 548
consecutive days begins
and ends, the taxpayer
is present in CT for a
number of days which
does not exceed an
amount which bears the
same ratio to 90 as the
number of days
contained in such
portion of the taxable
year bears to 548. Conn.
Gen. Stat. §§12-229 and
12-701

No- 2013 Instr.
Form CT-1040

Delaware Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
200-01

No- Del. Code Ann.
tit. 30, §1111

Yes- if a credit was
taken on the federal
return, foreign taxes
paid are added to the
state itemized
deductions. 2013 Instr.
Form 200-01

Yes- taxpayers not
employed by the U.S.
government present in a
foreign country for at
least 495 days in an 18
month period, not
present in DE for more
than 45 days, and does
not maintain a
pernament abode in the
state for themselves,
their parents, their
spouse, ot their children
are not considered
residents. Del. Code tit.
2, §1103(1)

Yes- Division of
Accounting Payroll
Compliance Group
Bulletin 2012-001

District of
Columbia

Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
D-40

No- D.C. Code Ann.
§9-114

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form
D-40

No- 2013 Instr. Form
D-40

Yes

Florida Yes
Georgia Yes- 2013

Instr. Form
500

No— 2013 Instr.
Form 500

Yes No— 2013 Instr. Form
500

Yes

Hawaii No- 2013
Instr. Form
N-11

Yes- Credit for
foreign income
taxes is allowed
but you must
reduce the amount
of taxes eligible for
the credit by any
credit received on
the federal return.
No credit is
allowed if the
income was
excluded on the
federal return.
Haw. Rev. Stat.
§18-235-55

Yes- if federal AGI is
below $100,000 S or
MFS, $150,000 HH, or
$200,000 MFJ. 2013
Instr. Form N-11

No- 2013 Instr. Form
N-11

No
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State Relief from Double Taxation − Continued

Idaho Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
40

No- Idaho Code
§63-3029

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form 40 Yes- if the taxpayer is
not in the military, an
elected or appointed
official of the U.S.
government, or a staff
member for a U.S.
Senator or
representative, and lived
outside Idaho for at least
445 days in a 15 month
period, spent less than
60 days in Idaho during
the 15 month period, did
not maintain a personal
residence in the state,
and did not claim ID as
their federal tax home.
2013 Instr. Form 40

Yes

Illinois Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
IL-1040

No- 2013
Publication 111

No- IL does not have a
standard or itemized
deduction. 2013 Instr.
Form IL-1040

No-35 ILCS 5/1501(14);
35 ILCS 5/1501(20)

Yes

Indiana Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
IT-40

Yes- 2013 Instr.
Form IT-40; Tax
Information
Bulletin No. 55

No- Indiana does not
have a standard or
itemized deduction.
2013 Instr. Form IT-40

No- Tax Information
Bulletin No. 55

Yes

Iowa No- 2013
Instr. Form
IT-40

Yes- 2013 Instr.
Form IT-40

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form
IT-40

No- Iowa Code Ann.
§701-38.17

Yes- Policy Letter
(Aug. 12, 1997)

Kansas Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
K-40

Yes- 2013 Instr.
Form K-40

Yes-must have itemized
on the federal return.
2013 Instr. Form K-40

No- 2013 Instr. Form
K-40

No

Kentucky Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
740

No- Ky. Rev. Stat.
Ann. §141.070

No- 2013 Instr. Form
740

No- Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann.
§141.010(17); Ky. Rev.
Stat. Ann.
§141.010(18)

No

Louisiana Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
IT-540

Yes- A credit of
10% of the federal
FTC may be
allowed if the
additional
deduction for
federal taxes paid
but offset by the
Form 1116 credit
is not taken. 2013
Instr. Form IT-540

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form-
540

No- 2013 Instr. Form
IT-540

No

Maine Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
1040-ME

Yes- limited to
foreign
jurisdictions that
are analogous with
a U.S. state- such
as a Canadian
province. 2013
Instr. Form 1040-
ME; Guidance
Document- Maine
Revenue Services-
Credit for Income
Taxes Paid to
Other jurisdictions
(Rev. 02-2014)

No- 2013 Instr. Form
1040-ME; Me. Rev. Stat.
Ann. tit. 36,
§5125(3)(A)

Yes- 2 options: General
Safe Harbor- Taxpayer
does not maintain a
permanent place of
abode in ME, maintains
a permanent place of
abode outside of ME,
and spends no more
than 30 days inside the
state during the tax
year; or Foreign Safe
Harbor- Taxpayer spent
at least 450 days of a
548 day period in a
foreign country and
meets other criteria.
2013 Instr. Form
1040-ME

Yes

Maryland Unclear No- 2013 Instr.
Form 502CR

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form
502

No- Md. Regs. Code
§03.04.02.02

No- 2013 Instr.
Form 502

Massachu-
setts

No- 2013
Instr. Form
1

Yes- A credit for
taxes paid to the
dominion of
Canada or any of
its provinces is
allowed to the
extent the taxes
paid exceed the
credit taken on
Form 1116.

No- MA does not
recognize itemized or
standard deductions.
2013 Instr. Form 1

No- Mass. Gen. L. ch. 62
§1(f)

Yes
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State Relief from Double Taxation − Continued

Michigan Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
1040-MI

Yes- limited to
taxes paid to
Canadian
provinces. 2013
Instr. MI Form-777

No- MI does not
recognize itemized
deductions. 2013 Instr.
Form 1040-MI

No- 2013 Instr. MI-1040 Yes

Minnesota Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
M1

Yes- limited to
taxes paid to
Canadian
provinces. 2013
Instr. Schedule
M1CR

Yes- except for Canadian
provinces. A separate
subtraction is allowed
for taxes paid to a
subnational level of a
foreign country that is
not a Canadian province.
A credit is allowed for
taxes paid to a Canadian
province. 2013 Instr.
Form M1

No- 2013 Instr. Form M1 Yes

Mississippi Yes- 2013
Resident,
Non-
Resident
and Part-
Year
Resident
Income
Tax
Instructions

No- Miss Regs.
§35.III.1.12.101

Yes- Miss Regs.
§35.III.1.11.100

No- Miss Regs.
§35.III.7.01.100

No

Missouri Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
MO-1040

No- 2013 Instr.
Form MO-1040

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form
MO-1040

Yes- individuals
domiciled in MO but did
not maintain permanent
living quarters in MO,
did maintain permanent
living quarters
elsewhere, and did not
spend more than 30
days in the state are not
considered residents.
2013 Instr. Form
MO-1040

Yes

Montana Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
2

Yes- only to the
extent of unused
foreign credits.
2013 Instr. Form 2

Yes- only if deducted on
the federal return. 2013
Instr. Form 2

No- Mont. Code Ann.
§42.15.109

Yes

Nebraska Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
1040N

No- 2013 Instr.
Form 1040N

Yes- 2013 Instr. 1040N No- 2013 Information
Guide - Determining
Residency Status (Sept.
2013)

Yes

Nevada Yes
New
Hampshire

Yes

New Jersey No- 2013
Instr. Form
NJ-1040

No- 2013 Instr.
Form NJ-1040

No- 2013 Instr. Form
NJ-1040

No- 2013 Instr. Form
NJ-1040

No

New Mexico Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
PIT-1

No- 2013 Instr.
Form PIT-1

Yes- 2013 Instr. Form
PIT-1

No- 2013 Instr. Form
PIT-1

Yes
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State Relief from Double Taxation − Continued

New York Yes- 2013
Instr.
IT-201

Yes- Limited to
taxes paid to
Canadian
provinces. 2013
Instr. IT-112

No- 2013 Instr. IT-201 Yes- 2 different
provisions. First one
requires that no
permanent place of
abode was maintained
on NY during the year, a
permanent place of
abode was maintained
outside the state for the
entire tax year, and no
more than 30 days were
spent in NY during the
tax year. Second
provision is for taxpayers
who were in a foreign
country at least 450
days during any 548 day
period and did not
exceed the allowed 90
days of presence in the
state during that period.
N.Y. Dept. of Taxn. and
Fin., Income Tax
Definitions

Yes

North
Carolina

Yes- 2013
Instr. From
D-400

Yes- 2013 Instr.
Form D-400

No-2013 Instr. D-400 No- 2013 Instr. Form
D-400

Yes

North
Dakota

Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
ND-1

No- Instr. Schedule
ND-1CR

No- Ohio does not
recognize itemized
deductions. 2013 Instr.
Form 1040

No- 2013 Instr. Form
ND-1

No- 2013 Instr.
Form ND-1

Ohio Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
1040

No- 2013 Instr.
Form 1040

No- Ohio does not
recognize itemized
deductions. 2013 Instr.
Form 1040

No- but an Affidavit of
Non-Ohio Residency/
Domicile may be filed to
claim full year Ohio
nonresident status. IT
2007-08

Yes-

Oklahoma Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
511

No- Okla. Stat.
Ann. tit. 68,
§2357(B)(1)

Yes- as part of OK
itemized deductions if
Schedule A was filed
with federal return. 2013
Instr. Form 511

Yes- with respect to
foreign earned income
and deductions if during
any 24 month period the
taxpayer is outside OK
for at least 550 days,
not present in OK for
more than 90 days
during a tax year (or
proprational number of
days if less than a full
tax year), and does not
maintain a permanent
adobe in OK. Okla. Stat.
Ann. tit. 68, §2353(4)

Yes

Oregon Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
40

No- 2013 Instr.
Form 40

Yes- taxes may be taken
as part of the state
itemized deductions if
included on federal
Schedule A, or as a
subtraction from income
if not claimed as a credit
or deduction on the
federal return (subject to
limits). 2013 OR
Publication 17 1/2

Yes- as long as the
taxpayer meets either
the physical presence or
bonfide residence test
even if they are not
allowed the federal
exclusion under section
911. 2013 OR
Publication 17 1/2

Yes- Or. Rev. Stat.
§§316.012 &
316.013; DAS
Statewide Payroll
Reference Manual
(6/25/13)

Pennsylvania No-PA PIT
Guide Ch 6

No for 2014 tax
years forward. Yes
prior to the
enactment of Act
2013-52. - PA PIT
Guide CH 17

No- PA does not
recognize itemized
deductions. 2013 Instr.
Form PA-40

No- PA PIT Guide Ch 4 No-Form REV 20S
Employer
Withholding for PA
Taxable
Compensation
Guide (06-03)

Rhode Island Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
RI-1040

No- RIGL 44-30-18 No- RI does not
recognize itemized
deductions. 2013 Instr.
Form RI-1040

No- 2013 Instr. Form
RI-1040

Yes- 2013 Instr.
Form RI-1040
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State Relief from Double Taxation − Continued

South
Carolina

Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
SC1040;
SC Income
Tax
Manual
Spring
2013
Chapter 5

Yes- but limited to
the foreign
equivalent of a U.S.
state, such as a
Canadian province.
S.C. Code Ann.
§12-6-3400; S.C.
Dept. of Rev.,
Frequently Asked
Questions.

Yes- but you must have
itemized on your federal
return. 2013 Instr. Form
SC1040

No- SC Income Tax
Manual Spring 2013
Chapter 5

Yes- 2013 Instr.
Form SC 1040

South
Dakota

Yes

Tennessee Only
taxes
invest-
ment
income

Texas Yes
Utah Yes- 2013

Instr. Form
TC-40;
Utah
Income
Taxes Web
Page

No-Utah Code Ann.
§59-10-110; Utah
Income Taxes Web
Page

Yes- but you must have
itemized on your federal
return. 2013 Instr. Form
TC-40

No- 2013 Instr. Form
TC-40

Yes- Utah Income
Taxes Web Page

Vermont Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
IN-111

Yes- but limited to
taxes paid to a
province of
Canada. Vt. Stat.
Ann. tit. 32,
§5825

Yes- but you must have
itemized on the federal
return. 2013 Inst Form
IN-111

No- Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 32,
§5811(11)

Yes- 2013 Instr.
Form IN-111

Virginia Yes- Va.
Dept. of
Taxn.,
Residency
Status
Web Page;
Va. Code
Ann.
§58.1-
1821

Yes- but limited to
taxes paid to a
foreign country on
pension income
derived from
employmen in a
foreign country. Va.
Code Ann. §58.1 -
332.1

Yes- but you must have
itemized on the federal
return. 2013 Inst Form
760

No - Va. Dept. of Taxn.,
Residency Status Web
Page

Yes- Va. Dept. of
Taxn., Residency
Status Web Page

Washington Yes
West
Virginia

Yes- 2013
Instr. Form
IT-140

No- Instr. SCh E No- W. VA does not
recognize itemized
deductions. 2013 Inst
IT-140

Yes- As long as no
permanent place of
abode is maintained in
the state; a permanent
abode is maintained
elsewhere; and not more
than 30 days are spent
in W Va during the tax
year. W Va. Code §11-
21-7(a)(1)

Yes- Constitution of
W. Va. Article 1-1

Wisconsin Yes-2013
Instructions
Form 1;
Wis. Stat.
§71.01(6)

No -Wisconsin Pub.
125

No- Wis. Stat.
§71.07(5)(a)(2)

No Yes- Wisconsin Pub
122

Wyoming Yes
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